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 little respect for the rule of law and for the inde-

 pendence of adjudicative institutions. This situa-
 tion needs to change if an effective regional hu-
 man rights system is to develop. The existence of
 a critical mass of states that respect the rule of
 law and the independence of adjudicative insti-
 tutions is a precondition for such a system. There
 are some hopeful signs, though tentative, that
 Africa may be heading in that direction.

 Ouguergouz has written a treatise that finely
 combines the policymaker's eye for technical de-
 tails with the scholar's knack of making concep-
 tual and comparative links and analyses that allow
 the reader to draw many and interesting connec-
 tions. Although one may not agree with his con-
 clusion that "the African Charter shows itself to

 be a balanced legal instrument" (p. 777), one
 would have to agree (and this reviewer certainly
 does) that the author has written a balanced and
 valuable book.

 ADENO ADDIS

 Tulane University School of Law

 BRIEFER NOTICE

 La jurisprudence de l'OMC/The Case-Law of the
 WTO, 1996-1997. Edited by Brigitte Stern and
 Helene Ruiz Fabri. Leiden, Boston: Martinus

 Nijhoff, 2004. Pp. xi, 356. Index. $244, I195.

 As of July 2004, the dispute settlement system
 of the World Trade Organization (WTO) has
 produced decisions in eighty-five disputes be-
 tween member governments. Each dispute typi-
 cally will generate several important decisions as
 the litigation progresses. After the initial panel
 report, additional decisions may include an ap-
 pellate body report, an arbitration of the reason-
 able period of time for implementation, a review
 of the adequacy of implementation, an appeal of
 the implementation review, an arbitration of the
 permissible level of sanctions in the event of non-
 compliance, and possible parallel and follow-on
 litigation. Moreover, in some instances panels
 issue preliminary rulings on procedural points.
 Even those who specialize in WTO law have a
 hard time staying current with, and remembering
 details of, these often lengthy decisions. Practi-
 tioners and scholars in other fields of law face a

 more daunting challenge.
 A number of resources are now available to re-

 port, index, and provide commentary on WTO
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 port, index, and provide commentary on WTO

 decisions. The decisions themselves are down-

 loadable from the WTO Web site and, in a more

 user-friendly way, from the nonsubscription por-
 tion of the World TradeLaw.net Web site.' They
 are also reported on and reprinted in Bernan's
 Annotated Reporter and The International Trade Law

 Reports.2 The subscription portion of the World
 TradeLaw.net Web site provides an excellent
 summary and commentary of each WTO deci-
 sion. Another useful case law commentary is
 published annually by the Fair Trade Center in
 Tokyo. Some of the important decisions are re-
 printed and discussed briefly in International Legal
 Materials, while the AJIL occasionally reports on
 WTO dispute decisions in its International Deci-
 sions section. In 2003 the WTO Secretariat pub-
 lished the first edition of the WTO Analytical
 Index: Guide to WTO Law and Practice, which sys-
 tematizes the case law associated with each WTO

 rule.3 Also that year, the American Law Institute
 published the first volume of its new series com-
 menting on WTO case law.4 Other reference mate-
 rial surely exists in book, journal, and Internet-
 based formats.

 Given the variety of sources already available,
 this reviewer was initially skeptical about the
 value of a new publication on WTO decisions.
 My study of The Case-Law of the WTO, however,
 convinced me that it delivers substantial value.

 This new series is supervised and edited by two
 prominent scholars of international law, Brigitte
 Stern and Helene Ruiz Fabri, both professors at
 the University of Paris I Panthdon Sorbonne. In
 the foreword, they note that "the stream of
 decisions" of the WTO dispute mechanism "is
 creating a genuine 'caselaw,"' which the new
 series seeks to present in a simple, consistent,
 and systematic form (p. ix).

 This inaugural volume, covering 1996-1997,
 reports chronologically on the first nine cases
 decided by the WTO. Each chapter is written by
 one author, and this first volume involved eight
 different authors. The format for each chapter

 ' The WTO dispute settlement gateway can be found
 on the WTO Web site at <http://www.wto.org>. World
 TradeLaw.net is a service available by subscription, and
 yet a great deal of information on the Web site is available
 to the public without fee and without registration.

 2 WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION, WTO DISPUTE SEITLE-
 MENT DECISIONS: BERNAN'S ANN()TATED REPORTIER (2003);
 THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW REPORTS (published by
 Cameron May).

 3 This two-volume book is also available freely in elec-
 tronic format on the WTO Web site.

 4 THE WTO CASE LAW OF 2001 (Henrik Horn & Petros
 C. Mavroidis eds., 2003). Each case receives both legal
 and economic analysis.
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 has two parts: first, a summary of the issues in-
 volved and the detailed decisions reached; sec-
 ond, the author's observations on the decisions
 and their significance. The discussion of each
 case focuses on the appellate decision when it
 exists. The editors also took care to provide a
 good index.

 The organization of the book is straightfor-
 ward and logical except perhaps in the way in
 which the editors have divided the infamous

 Bananas dispute5 into two chapters-one on the
 underlying decision and the other on implemen-
 tation. The chapter on implementation covers
 the arbitration of the reasonable period of time
 for implementation, the decision of the panel
 reviewing the actions taken by the European
 Communities to comply with the decision, and
 the arbitration regarding the level of sanctions
 to be authorized for the complaining govern-
 ments. Admittedly, each of these two chapters
 must grapple with numerous complex issues
 that require detailed discussion. Indeed, the two
 chapters on Bananas are the longest in the book.
 Nevertheless, it seems to me that the editors
 missed an opportunity to unify the discussion of
 Bananas into one chapter. If one looks ahead to
 the numerous arbitrations and compliance re-
 views associated with the WTO case law in 1998

 and beyond, a separation of the underlying sub-
 stantive decision from the decisions relating to
 compliance is likely to grow unwieldy and become
 inconvenient for the reader.

 This volume would provide benefits to users
 were it only available in English, but the raison
 d'etre for the project is to provide commentaries
 in French, and the French and English pages
 are helpfully printed side by side. As far as I am
 aware, this volume is the only commentary in
 French on WTO case law and so promises to be
 of great value to the francophone world.

 To be sure, the initiation of a new series in
 2004 means that the editors have a lot of catch-

 ing up to do. Yet in reading the volume, I saw
 that a long lag between a WTO decision and a
 report on it can provide time for the full signifi-
 cance of a decision to sink in. The authors have

 taken advantage of the retrospection inherent in
 this volume to provide perspective that may not
 be available in the instant commentaries. Thus,

 5 European Communities-Regime for the Importa-
 tion, Sale and Distribution of Bananas, WTO Doc. WT/
 DS27/51/Add.25 (Jan. 21, 2002), availableat <http://www.
 wto.org>.
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 the bilingual volume will be useful both to read-
 ers needing a quick summary of a WTO decision
 and to specialists seeking to trace through the
 development of the rapidly evolving WTOjuris-
 prudence.

 STEVE CHARNOVITZ

 Of the Board of Editors
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